Trueline Advise Why It is Advisable to Use a Local Patio Builder &amp;
Installer

Trueline was born out of a love for the outdoors, a willingness to think differently and a relentless pursuit of quality using Australian made materials.
More than 47 years later, with over 75,000 outdoor living projects completed, these same values still hold true and although ownership of the company
has changed it still remains in the same founding family.

If you are looking for a builder to construct your new carport or patio, Trueline strongly recommend choosing a local professional you can trust with
your new build. It could be the best building decision you’ll ever make! When it comes to building local, you can’t beat the benefits of local expertise,
and the likelihood is you’ll be enjoying a better service overall. Plus, you’ll be keeping it in the community! All of this translates into a much better
building experience for you.

The number one benefit when you’re dealing with a local builder is better communication and service. Work more closely with a local and you’ll
get everything you were looking for. Trueline’s team are all building professionals who take pride in offering great service, and the best building
experience.

Everyone at Trueline is devoted to customer care and satisfaction, meticulously checking every detail from design to completion. Your needs will
come first in everything they do, acting with speed and decisiveness in dealing with any enquiries, questions or concerns.

They will make regular contact to keep you fully informed throughout the building process, ensuring you will always know what is happening and
when. Trueline project managers will make regular site visits to check in on progress and deal with any matters requiring attention.

Trueline are passionate about Australian made, and have partnered with market leading Australian manufacturers to ensure they offer the highest
possible standards of quality and performance. Each Trueline patio product has been developed and tested under Australian conditions and their
products are unrivalled for strength, durability, weather resistance, architectural distinction and liveability.
Your Trueline patio will be built to the highest standards of quality using premium grade materials engineered to provide lifelong performance in
Australian conditions, and for more information on patios, aluminium pergolas and patio builders Brisbane please go to www.trueline.net.au .
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